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Abstract- Global humanoid footstep planning in complex
domestic environments is different from mobile robot path
planning because humanoid robots do not always circumvent
obstacles considering their unique capabilities of stepping over
or upon certain obstacles. This paper presents a deterministic
sampling-based approach to global footstep planning for
humanoid robots, which not only considers this unique
locomotion capability, but also the legged kinodynamics and
stability constraint. A dynamic footstep transition model is
employed in the proposed footstep planner which improves the
planning efficiency as well as the feasibility in certain
environments. A frame of posture transition trajectory
planning, which includes "offline generation - online calling"
and "offline generation - online modification" modes, is also
described. Simulation results verify the feasibilities and
improved performance of the proposed footstep planning
approach and its affiliated trajectory planning methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N the mobile robot field, global path planning and
navigation strategies have been studied very extensively

and a number of approaches have been implemented [1].
However, most these approaches consider the robot as a
particle denoted by the generalized coordinate in the
configuration space, so the global navigation for mobile
robots retrogresses to a problem ofsearching a collision-free
path in the 2 D environment, which means the robot must
always circumvent the obstacles. In contrast, humanoid
robots, as well as other legged robots, have the ability of
stepping over or upon certain obstacles. Considering this
unique character of the humanoid robot, it is impossible to
give exact defmition of"obstacle" or "non-obstacle" for the
objects in the environment, which makes it difficult to
accomplish the humanoid path planning and global
navigation in the frame of traditional approaches for mobile
robots.

Kuffher and Chestnutt et ale [2-8] proposed an algorithm
for humanoid navigation in obstacle-clustered environments.
With this algorithm, the planner needs no preprocess of the
environmental information, normally expressed by initial
grid maps, and collision is avoided by collision checking
algorithms. So this algorithm is essentially a sampling-based
approach and it is an inaugural contribution which is very
important to succeeding researches on sampling-based
global navigation for humanoid robots. Some other
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improvements have been done basing on this approach.
Ayaz et ale [9] improved the smoothness of the trajectories
for posture transitions; Phipip et al.[10] applied this
approach in some dynamic environments; Chestnutt et ale
[7,8] applied dynamic adjustment of the footstep transition
model, and also implemented this approach to navigation for
multi-legged robots.

All the above realized methods are using a simplex
footstep transition model, which limits the planning
efficiency and/or feasibility of the footstep planner. In this
paper, we first propose a deterministic sampling-based
approach using dynamically selected footstep transition
model which is more efficient and feasible. Then a frame of
posture transition trajectory planning is given, which
includes both "offline generation - online calling" and
"offline generation - online modification" modes with low
computation capacity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the sampling-based footstep planner; Section III
describes the deterministic sampling-based footstep
planning approach using dynamic footstep transition model
and its implementation; Section IV describes trajectory
planning for posture transition, specially the online Jacobian
modification method; Section VI concludes the paper.

II. SAMPLING-BASED FOOTSTEP PLANNER

The sampling-based footstep planner is a navigation
algorithm which builds a search tree originated from the
initial footstep placement of the humanoid robot. The search
tree is expanded by footstep placement sampling in the
planning space. The footstep placements which result
collision are pruned from the tree by collision checking
based on the robot state and environment information. The
planning completes until one footstep placement of the
search tree reaches the goal region of locomotion or fails
until the planning duration or sampling times exceeds the
upper limit. Fig. 1 gives the block diagram of the footstep
planner.

It is obvious that the efficiency and completeness of the
search is distinctly affected by the expansion of the search
tree, namely, the foot placements sampling. The foot
placements are sampled in the planning space according to
the footstep transition model, denoted as T, which
predefmes a discrete set of feasible foot placements for each
swing foot according to the kinodynamics constraints and
stability constraint of the physical prototype (see Fig. 2).
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Definition I: representing height, denoted as hrep, represents
the height of a non-flat area. hrep of area A is given as:

hrep(A) = h(Arep) (1)

The dynamic footstep transition model is composed of
three submodels with increasing NJ'(see Fig. 3). The set of
feasible foot placements of submodels with small NJ' are
true subsets of those with bigger NJ'. And the submodels are
called in each sampling step according to the assessment of
neighborhood areas of the supporting foot (see Fig. 4). The
assessment is processed with two indexes, representing
height index and height variance index. With the above
indexes and given threshold values, the submodels of a
dynamic footstep transition model are called according to
the flow in Fig. 5.

TA T B Tc
Fig. 3. A dynamic footstep transition model, denoted as T dyn - composed of
three submodels with increasing NF . We have TAcTBeTc.

•1_llil

Fig. 5. The flow how the submodels ofa dynamic footstep transition model
are called. lJir and lJ1r are threshold values for height variance. hTis the
threshold value for the representing height difference between the assessed
area Rb and the supporting foot. h(1') = hrep(1') is the height of the
current supporting foot, since the area of the supporting foot, 1', is required
to be flat in the planners.

Fig. 4. Two neighbor areas, denoted as R; and Rb , are assessed, which
considers the following one step and several steps respectively. Note that
the dimensions of Rs and Rb are not given in the real scales.
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Fig.!. Sampling-based footstep planner for humanoid robots

Fig. 2. Footstep transition model: left-When the robot is supported by one
foot, we can obtain a region which can be reached by the swing foot. Ifwe
considers the height offsets, the 2 D region is expanded to a 3 D space;
right- A set of foot placements are selected from the reachable region,
which configures the footstep transition model. Different footstep
placements are used to perform different locomotion functions, such as
walking forward/backward, turning left/right, et aI. Selection of foot
placements should ensure that trajectories exist, by which the robot can
keep stable while it transfer its postures from the current foot placement to
the succeeding ones.

III. DETERMINISTIC SAMPLING-BASED FOOTSTEP PLANNING

A. Dynamic footstep transition model

Existing footstep planners use deterministic sampling
strategies, in which the footstep placements sampling is
directed by heuristic functions[9-15]. In order to ensure the
planning completeness in obstacle-clustered environments,
it is required to define sufficient feasible foot placements for
the footstep transition model. However, the number of
feasible foot placements in the footstep transition model,
denoted as NJ" decides the branch factor of the search tree,
and a larger number will increase the search complexity
remarkably. In order to achieve an optimization considering
both the planning efficiency, which requires a footstep
transition model with a small NJ" and the planning
completeness, which requires a footstep transition model
with a large NJ" we propose a dynamic footstep transition
model. This method is brought forward on hypotheses below
based on the numerical planning experiences.

Hypothesis I: During the footstep planning in non-extreme
environments, the foot placements of the footstep transition
model which perform the basic locomotion functions are
called with higher probabilities than those performing
non-basic locomotion functions.

Hypothesis II: The much complex the environments are, the
higher are the probabilities with which the foot placements
performing non-basic locomotion functions are called.
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Fig.8. Generated footstep sequences in environments with height-varying
strip obstacles (a) and low strip obstacles (b)

(b)

(b)(a)

(a)

Fig.9. Generated footstep sequences in the same environments with
high-weight (a) and low-weight (b) height difference penalty in the
heuristic function .

multi-type of environments. Fig. 8, Fig.9 , and Fig. 10 show
some generated footstep sequences in various environments
and Tab. I gives corresponding data. The planning results
verify the good performance of deterministic sampling
based footstep planner using dynamic footstep transition
model, regarding both efficiency and completeness.

estimated fool
. C

placement 'F ~. / "'- a({frr CdItJ
current supporting foot :.F - pa re nt

goal region

where area(Arep ) = maxlareafzl.), area(Az), ..., area(An)},
{Av AZI ... , An} = A is a partition of A according to the
height of the subareas, and area(Ak ) computes the area of
subarea As.

Definition II: height variance,denoted as Ivan represents the
height variance relative to hrep of the assessed area. Ivar is
given as:

i.; =JN~l LgEA(hg - hrep)2 (2)

where hg is the height of grid 9 in area A and N is the
number of grids in area A.

B. Realizationofdeterministic footstep planning

A function which estimates the cost of a foot placement is
configured which considers its inherent priority in the
footstep transition model as well as weighted heuristic items
including its distance, height difference, and orientation
offset to the goal region Pgoal (see Fig . 6).

Fig. 6. Subitems of heuristic function for sampling directing. h(1') =
kdCd(1',Pgoa.) + kaCa(1',Pgoal)+ khCh(1',Pgoal), where kd , ka, and kh

are the weights of each items. Similar functions were also used in existing
deterministic footstep planners [2-8].

We realize the deterministic sampling-based footstep
planning with A-star algorithm as given in Fig .7.

(a) (b)

Determin lst !« foot step 1)la lin in g usin g A~st " r

Item Nodes Planning Footstep
searched duration(s) number

Fig.8 (a) 707 0.071 33
Fig.8 (b) 705 0.076 26
Fig.9 (a) 1322 0.146 33
Fig.9 (b) 1072 0.112 26
Fig.lO (a) 545 0.059 20

TABLEr

*Note that nodes searched is an important index for assessing search

DATA OF PLANNING USINGDETERMINISTIC FOOTSTEP PLANNER*

Fig.l O. Generated footstep sequences in environments with stair cases with
grooves (a) and high obstacles (b).
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Fig.7. Algorithm of deterministic footstep planning using A-star . Fgoal
denotes the goal region.

C. Implementation

We implemented the deterministic sampling-based footstep
planner using dynamic footstep transition model in

In addition, we compare the deterministic footstep
planner with dynamic footstep transition model, i.e. T dyn

and single footstep transition models, i.e. T A, T B, T c in
T dyn > The comparison planning is accomplished in
environments as: (I) clear flat area; (II) Fig.8 (b); (III) Fig. 10
(a); (IV) Fig. 10 (b). Fig. 11 gives the comparison of nodes
searched and Tab. II gives the gives corresponding
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parameters used . From the results, we can see that planning
with dynamic footstep transition model completes with less
searched than those with single nodes, or at least equals to
the best one of them. Details are available in [11].

trajectories Q(qinit,qfnt(.'Fo)) and Q(qfnt(.'Fn),qgOal) are

the trajectories with which the robot proceed the initial and
ceasing transitions.
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Fig.12. Two staticallystable intermediatepostures.
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Fig.II. comparison of nodes searched using different footstep transition
models. Note that planning with model T A with only basic locomotion
functionsfails in the environmentIV which is clusteredwith highobstacles.

TABLEII
PARAMETERS FOR COMPARlSON PLANNING

parameter I II III IV

k d I I I I
k. 0.04 0.025 0.01 0.01
k j 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.01

kph/kh 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
ks 0.02 0.005 0.005 0.005

kexp 1.05 1.1 1.1 1.1

* The above items are the weights for the cost function. The threshold
values,hTi;g\" and I~~ , for dynamicsubmodel calling are 0.02m, 0.015m,
and 0.07m respectively.

IV. GESTURE TRANSITIONTRAJECTORYPLANNING

A. Discrete set ofpiecewise trajectories

Since the gesture transition for global footstep has to
proceed according to footstep transition model, it is
normally a non-periodical motion.

Let: qfnt(.'F) denote the intermediate posture supported
on the foot placement.'F, Q(qv q2) denote the trajectory
with which the robot transfers its posture from ql to q2,
FPath ={.'Finit = .'Fo,.'Fv ...,.'Fn E Fgoa1} denote the path
composed of the foot placements from :Finit to .'Finit. Also,
We define two statically stable intermediate postures
supported by the left and right leg separately, named as

qfnt' ( E {l, r}, as showed in Fig. 12. Then the gesture
transition trajectory on the footstep sequence FPath,
denoted as Q(FPath) , can be divided into a sequence of
piecewise trajectory:

Q(FPath) = {Q (qinit, q~nt(:FO))'Q (q~nt(:FO)' q~nt(:Fl))''''

( ~ ~) (~ ) } (3)... , Q qint(:Fn-1) , q int(:Fn) , Q qint(:Fn), qgoal

The piecewise trajectories ofQ(FPath) mainly include
two types : the trajectories with which the robot walks
without or with changing the height of the supporting foot
placements, termed as Type-I and Type-II. The other two

(1) Type-I
Because the adjacent foot placements {:Fk - v :Fk } are the

"supporting foot - feasible foot placement" sets included in
the footstep transition model T , the Type-I piecewise
trajectories includes 2N:F candidates, and we have

{Q (q~nt(:Fk-l)' q~nt(:Fk))} f;

{ Q(qlnt(:F), qfnt(:F --+ child[tD), (4)

Q(qfnt(:F), qlnt(:F --+ child[t D) }

where k = 1,2, ... , n, t = 0, 1, ... , Nr 1. The above 2N:F
piecewise trajectories are related to the footstep transition
model and the robot model only, consequently they can be
offline generated and online called. This distinctly decreases
the computational capacity. More details are in [11].

(2) Type-II

When the robot walks while the height of the supporting
foot placements changes, the height offset between .'Fk - 1

and .'Fk may vary for each step, which makes it impossible to
implement the abovementioned "offline generation - online
call" mode. However, we could use the online modification
method to generate the Type-II trajectories.

Defme the trajectory modification function Cas:

c. Q(qfnt(.'Fk-1),qfnt(:Fk)) x C

~ Q (qfnt(.'Fk- 1), qfnt(.'Fk) ) (5)

where: k = 1,2, ... , n , .'Fk-l and.'Fk are the adjacent foot
placements with height offset, and:Fk is the projected foot
placement of.'Fk in the plane in which .'Fk - 1 locates. So,

trajectories Q ( qfnt(.'Fk-l)' qfnt(:Fk ) ) in (5) are the

piecewise trajectories in (4).

B. Online Jacobian trajectory modification

Since the range of the height offset between :Fk and .'Fk ,

[h-, h+], is normally small compared to the robot
specifications including the leg length and step length, we
use the Jacobian method [12] to realize the online
modification. The piecewise trajectories in (3) include two

kinds, Q(q[nt, qlnt) and Q(qlnt, q[nt)· Q(q[nt, qlnt) can be
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Fig.B. Decomposition of a trajectory between two intermediate postures,

IX•..v,....)'

/ 0

Flatly wa lking robot

can be rewritten as the modification problem in joint space

f: Aq(kAT) = f(LlXHkAT)),k = l-n (8)

where Aq(t) = (Aall Aa2, ... , Aa12f E ~12 is the joint
modification rate at t in joint space.

As showed in Fig.l5, the task of f(.) is to map LlX~, the
modification rate of the ankle joint in Cartesian space, to Aq,
the joint modification rate in joint space. The new posture
q(kAT) can be obtained when the joint modification rate is
compensated.

q(kAT) = Ci(kAT) + Aq(kAT) (9)

z

.-T, Yl r T ,' 1I: T,,-0

,. r
q int q lnt- pos

q :nt-pr q fnt

z

decomposed as three pieces of trajectories in (5) as showed
in Fig.13.

Q(q[nt' qlnt) = {Q( q[nt' q[nt-pos), (5)

Q(q[nt-pOS' qlnt-pre),Q(qlnt-pre, qlnt)}

Fig.I4 shows the foot placements and postures the robot
walks upstairs and flatly with turning right , in which 'F is the
current supporting foot placement, ~' is the next foot
placement, :p' is the projection of~' in the plane in which ~
locates, l:i.h is the height offset between ~' and ~', q[nt-pos
and Ci[nt-pos are corresponding transitional postures. The
task of the Jacobian online modification is to generate

trajectory Q(q[nt,q[nt-pos) basing on Q(q[nt,Ci[nt-pos) ,
which is a Type-I trajectory already generated offline.

Fig.l5. The trajectory online modification

Function f (.) is where the Jacobian modification method

works. With the posture q(t), we have the Jacobi matrix as

](q(t)) = [OXa oXa ... OXa]I E ~mxn (10)
oql oqz oqn q=q(t)

and the relationship between the joint space velocity, q(t),

and the Cartesian space velocity, x; as:

Xa(t) = ](q(t))q(t) E ~3 (11)

](q(t)) is assured to be resolvable since Xa has smaller the
dimensionality than q.

Let]*(q(t)) = ]Ta ]T)-l, then the velocity modification
rate in joint space is:

and the posture modification rate in joint space is:

Aq(t) =q(t)M (13)

So f (.) can be expressed as:

f(.): Aq(t) =]*(q(t))](q(t))q(t)M (14)

The iterative algorithm to computing ](q(t)) in (10) is
available in [14].

C. Online modification results
The trajectory after Jacobian modification to perform
walking as showed in Fig .14, are given here . Fig. 16 gives
the Cartesian trajectories of the left ankle before and after
modification, Fig.I7 gives instantaneous joint modification
rate, and Fig.I8 gives the cumulate joint modification rate
and the final joint angles.

Note that the cumulate joint modification rate at t = nAT
is computed as:

Aqcum(kAT) = n~=l Aq(kAT) (15)

• / qilll- poS. - ,·xq,nt-vo,

I I
~ Trajec tory after modif ication

• Offlin c-g...-n...-ratcd trajectory

. _:1"
- 't'

Fig.14. Foot placements and postures before/after the online modification

Let X~ and X~ denote the Cartesian trajectories of the left

ankle in trajectory Q(q[nt,q[nt-pos) and Q(q[nt,Ci[nt-pos)
separately. And let LlX~(t), t E [0, Ttl denote the difference
between X~ and X~ . To simply the modification, projections
of X~ and X~ in the flat plane superpose each other, then

LlX~(t) = (O,O,Az~f (6)

The modification is complete in a duration of AT, which
includes n = TdAT modification cycles . Then the
trajectory modification problem

c. Q(q[nt'Ci[nt-pos) x C = Q(q[nt,q[nt-pos) (7)

q(t) =]*(q(t))Xa(t) (12)
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Fig.I6. Cartesian trajectories of the left ankle before/after modification

V. CONCLUSIONS

We present our works on global footstep planning for
humanoid robots under the frame of deterministic sampling
approach. Two main aspects are described. (1) A
deterministic planner employing a dynamically selected
footstep transition model is proposed, which improves the
planning efficiency as well as the feasibility in certain
environments thanks to its environment-adaptive character.
(2) Affiliated with the above footstep planner, a frame of
posture transition trajectory planning is also given, which
includes both "offline generation - online calling" and
"offline generation - online modification" modes with low
computation capacity. Simulation results with verified
feasibility and improved performance are also given.

Fig.!7. Joint angles and cumulate joint modification rate
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